
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
  
aquila entertainment, a division of Bugs and Bytes LLC, Virginia presents the: MEET the 
AUTHOR, Dana Y. Long, Author Extraordinaire LIVE!! - Virtual Event 

Dateline: Virginia, May 10, 2021/PR Newswire/- -aquila entertainment, a division of Bugs and Bytes 
LLC, Virginia presents the: MEET the AUTHOR, Dana Y. Long, Author Extraordinaire LIVE!! - 
Virtual Event on Saturday, May 15, 2021 @ 10 AM EDT. aquila entertainment focuses on presenting 
exclusive talent making impactful statements in the media and entertainment sectors.  The author 
extraordinaire is celebrating the release of the first book which will be talked about in the live virtual 
event airing Saturday morning.   

Join in the excitement as the author extraordinaire, Dana Y. Long, shares insight on the newly released 
book What Happened in 2020. Watch the book launch here: https://youtu.be/wO_WMdf6-x0.  

Many of the guest audience will have the ability to ask questions directly to the author about the journey 
to this new famed experience. The author will provide explicit views on the future of the book and the 
expected outcome that cannot be shared until the day of the event. Therefore, tune in early by visiting: 
https://youtu.be/1musm3zONf4, and take a virtual seat to listen in and learn more with us. There are  
special guest artists scheduled to appear by the entertainment company throughout the affair for your 
continued enjoyment.  

“We keep forward motion here at, aquila entertainment, and are honored to present to the world an 
extraordinary author bringing a vision of insight unlike many others. Having the ability to cross barriers, 
and enlighten a multitude of individuals along the path, is always a strength that we support and are 
emboldened to uphold in our journey to pay it forward together, “ said VKariuki, Founder of aquila 
entertainment. 

You can pre-order your copy of the world renown book What Happened in 2020 as it is available to buy 
on Amazon  and learn how you can order your personally autographed copy by the author by contacting 
our team. 

Follow Dana Y. Long, Author Extraordinaire by visiting:  www.aquilaentertainment.com.  

aquila entertainment, an invigorating organization branding exclusive talent that makes definitive 
statements in the media and entertainment sectors by generating works of grandeur with exceptional 
authors and artists both nationally and internationally.  

Contact: 

Kai-Ja 

SOURCE aquila entertainment, a division of Bugs and Bytes LLC, Virginia 
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